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greatmonographs
ALREADY SOLD

L’Espresso (Italy) 

RBA Group (Spain)

The series is composed by 16 impressive,
large-sized volumes devoted to the great
masters in the history of art. 
The leading figures in the history of art, the
greatest Italian, Spanish, French, German,
Flemish and Dutch painters, from the fifteenth
to the twentieth century, are analysed in
modern, detailed and carefully documented
monographs, with splendid illustrations,
including details and close-ups, some
reflecting the actual size of the paintings.

Each volume includes the following sections:
- a detailed historical and critical introduction,
written by leading international experts,
aimed at illustrating the artist’s style;
- a presentation of the artist’s major works
with in-depth analytical descriptions and
large-size illustrations; 
- the biography of the artist;
- full reference apparatus, including a list of
countries and galleries which have pictures
by the artist, and an updated bibliography.

VOLUMES IN THE SERIES:

> CARAVAGGIO

> VAN GOGH

> LEONARDO DA VINCI

> PICASSO

> RAPHAEL

> CÉZANNE

> GIOTTO

> MICHELANGELO

> TITIAN

> MONET

> REMBRANDT

> MATISSE

> VELASQUEZ

> GOYA

> BOSCH

> GAUGUIN

GREAT MONOGRAPHS
16 VOLUMES

SIZE 24.5 x 28 cm

PAGES 320

ILLUSTRATIONS 250 in color

BINDING hardcover with jacket

MATERIALS coated paper

WORDS OF TEXT 60.000-72.000

Average print run for each title sold in combined sale in
Italy: 30.000 copies at 14,90 €

Over 5000 pages and 4000 images that give the reader an
opportunity for a real “close encounter” with the artists

The quality of the reproductions, the overall structure of
each volume, the clear style, and the useful reference
apparatus make this series an imposing venture,
unparalleled on the international publishing scene


